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EDITOR’S PERSPECTIVE

VITA leadership changes, industry
mergers, acquisitions
By John McHale, Editorial Director
An era is coming to an end at the VITA Standards Organization (VSO) as Ray Alderman, the organization’s long-term
Executive Director, is retiring from his everyday leadership
role and becoming Chairman of the VITA Board of Directors.
Jerry Gipper, VITA’s current Marketing Director, will take over
Alderman’s position effective January 1, 2014. John Rynearson,
the Technical Director of VITA, will also be retiring from VITA
early next year.
Alderman has been a one-man PR voice for VITA during his
tenure, contributing to the growth of such VITA standards as
VME, VPX, and OpenVPX. He’s been the face of VITA for the
nearly 20 years I’ve covered this market and also my favorite
quote. Alderman never shies away from controversy on m
 ilitary
technology and policy issues nor when delivering a colorful
remark about competing standards such as CompactPCI and
the telecommunications market. In his role as chairman, I’m
confident the one-liners and analysis will still be coming, perhaps even more so with all his new free time.
John Rynearson started with VITA in 1987 and became
Technical Director in 1993. Prior to VITA he was a co-founder
of Mizar in 1982 and took on the role of vice president of engineering. In his role as technical director Rynearson ran the VSO
meetings and was the quarterback of the study and working
groups, shuttling VITA standards through the ANSI accreditation. He also maintained the VITA website and for several years
authored the standards update columns in VME and Critical
Systems magazine.
“I have been truly blessed to have John as the technical director
of VITA during my tenure,” Alderman says. “It has been a privilege to work with John. I have great respect for his integrity
and skills; I could not have asked for a better person to be the
technical director of VITA.”
At this time Rynearson and Gipper are working together to
manage this transition and will make an announcement once
that is finalized.
While much more low-key than Alderman, Gipper brings
decades of embedded industry technical and marketing experience to the role. He spent more than 20 years at Motorola
Computing Group and has worked with VITA on various initiatives dating back to the 1980s. In addition to his marketing
duties at VITA, which began in 2005, Gipper has also worked
as an industry consultant at Embedify, LLC. In the interest of
full disclosure, I should note that he also is a colleague of mine
at OpenSystems Media where he is the Editorial Director of
VITA Technologies magazine. Gipper will continue to lead
the magazine after taking over his new position. He said he
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Ray Alderman

Jerry Gipper

John Rynearson

looks forward to carrying on the “open standards, open markets” tradition of VITA and expanding to such markets as
telecommunications.
Gipper has also been running the Embedded Tech Trends (ETT)
conference the last two years. ETT is the current iteration
of the old Bus and Board Conference that was held every
January in Long Beach, CA. While the 2014 agenda is not yet
set Gipper says it will be expanded to include some content
from PICMG, such as technology updates, as many sponsors
are members of PICMG and VITA. For more information on
participating in the 2014 conference as a sponsor contact Jerry
at jerry.gipper@embedify.com. For more on the 2013 event,
visit www.embeddedtechtrends.com.
Some of VITA’s member companies are also undergoing
changes in terms of mergers and acquisitions. As summer ended
officials at Emerson announced that they signed an agreement to sell a 51 percent stake in the company’s Embedded
Computing and Power business in Carlsbad, CA, to Platinum
Equity in Los Angeles, CA. Under the deal, Emerson will get
about $300 million USD in cash and will keep a 49 percent noncontrolling interest in the business, which will then operate
as an independent company. “Emerson purchased Motorola
back in January of 2008,” Alderman writes in the 2013 VITA
State of the Industry Report. “This transaction is the latest in a
long line of mergers and acquisitions involving Motorola, the
originator of the VMEbus specification back in 1981 and driver
of the VMEbus market for many years.”
Not long after the Emerson announcement, Eurotech in
Amaro, Italy announced that it was selling Parvus Corp. in
Salt Lake City, UT to Curtiss-Wright Controls in Charlotte, NC,
for about $38 million USD. Parvus will be part of the Controls
segment’s Defense Solutions group. Parvus is known for their
PC/104 products, small rugged computers, and communications technology.
John McHale
jmchale@opensystemsmedia.com
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PCI Express switches to P2P in OpenVPX
By Charlotte Adams
A GE Intelligent Platforms perspective on embedded military electronics trends
Of all the serial switched fabrics in
OpenVPX systems, PCI Express (PCIe)
has perhaps the least sex appeal.
PCI has, after all, been at the heart of
PC architectures from time immemorial –
and its offspring, PCI Express, continues
to play a key role in modern PCs. But
for OpenVPX systems designers in the
know, PCIe’s an invaluable asset – especially since an important limitation has
been addressed: The Peer-To-Peer (P2P)
performance challenge.
Meeting the P2P challenge
In the OpenVPX world, PCIe is a compelling fabric choice, especially for 3U
boards using Intel processors. One
reason is that PCIe is native to Intel chipsets – it’s their mother tongue. Thus, in
a sense, it comes for free. Because it’s
native to these chips, it can be implemented with less silicon than is typically
required by other fabrics, minimizing
footprint and power penalties.
Adding a network interface controller
to implement 10 GbE, Serial RapidIO,
or InfiniBand on a 3U SBC might force
a trade-off with another desirable feature. The integrated chipset in a singleprocessor SBC, however, can buy some
PCIe connectivity. Chipsets typically can
provide up to five unique PCIe paths to
the respective peripherals.
PCIe is a potentially attractive option for
the heavy lifting, OpenVPX data plane,
as well as for the control plane and the
expansion plane. PCIe can connect a
processor to a peripheral – often via the
expansion plane – at high data rates. It
can provide I/O from 1 to 16 lanes – ultra
thin pipe to quad fat pipe – yielding raw
bandwidths, at the high end (8 GBps),
that are three to four times higher
than that of other fabrics such as DDR
InfiniBand and Serial RapidIO.
The downside to PCIe in OpenVPX has
been its performance in P2P architectures, where a fabric connects two or
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Figure 1 | The GE Intelligent
Platforms PEX431 multifabric
switch and PMC/XMC carrier card
allow VPX PCI Express peer-topeer connectivity.

›

more processors. P2P connectivity is
becoming more important in today’s
High Performance Embedded Com
put
ing (HPEC) applications, such as
sensor processing, where multiple CPUs,
periph
erals, and high-powered chips
such as FPGAs might be linked together
in one 3U chassis.
Enter NTB
As mentioned, in its natural state, PCIe
expects one processor to be connected
to one or more peripherals. Internal
PCIe switching via processor chipsets
cannot support multiprocessor connectivity. But this challenge now has been
overcome, thanks to the invention of
Non Transparent Bridging (NTB), a technology that allows two or more processors to communicate with each other
on PCIe. NTB permits some links to be
hidden from CPUs in the discovery process. Thus, a second processor – and
its peripherals – can be hidden from
the first processor and its peripherals
to avoid conflicts. A “window” in the
switch, meanwhile, can be manipulated
in software as a communication portal
between processor domains.
NTB can be implemented via a PCIe
switch added to a processor card or
through a separate switch card. Newer
external PCIe switch cards incorporate
NTB and P2P driver packages, making it
easier for programmers to use the fabric
to support multiprocessor 
systems.
Newer switch cards can also perform
other functions, such as PMC/XMC
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hosting, helping to drive down system
Size, Weight, and Power (SWaP) and
reduce the thermal load on the SBC.
An example of a highly flexible
switching device that supports NTB
technology and P2P architectures is
the GE Intelligent Platforms PEX431
(Figure 1), an OpenVPX, multifabric
(PCIe and GbE) multiplane switch and
XMC mezzanine card, with built-in DMA,
multicast, and fail-over mechanisms,
designed to interconnect up to six endpoints – processors or other devices – in
3U systems.
Virtues of external NTB/P2P
switching
To be sure, adding an external switch
card to a system means taking up
another slot in the chassis. This trade-off
won’t work for everyone. But for some
applications, if the switch card is more
than the sum of its parts, it could produce system-level SWaP advantages.
Designers of small OpenVPX systems
with limited growth potential might
choose to add PCIe switches to their
SBCs to avoid consuming an extra slot
for switching. But designers of larger
OpenVPX systems with growth expectations might be wise to choose a PCIe
switch card, especially if it also supports
NTB/P2P, multiple fabrics and planes,
and can offer thermal load sharing for
power-hungry XMC devices.
defense.ge-ip.com
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Switches and routers:
The difference is critical
By Shane Murray
An industry perspective from Curtiss-Wright Controls Defense Solutions
Today’s ground combat vehicles are
being outfitted with an increasing number of onboard electronic subsystems, all
of which want to be interconnected via
the platform’s local Ethernet network.
The problem is that as more and more
network traffic gets generated between
these subsystems, the threat of network
congestion increases, resulting in unacceptable performance degradation and
slowing the transmission of critical data
to the destination(s) that most need it
as quickly as possible. Worse, if only a
Layer 2 switch is used for directing network traffic instead of a Layer 3 router,
the users will lose the ability to apply
network management controls that help
eliminate the threat of network congestion and provide security rules that
prevent network traffic from reaching
off-limits network nodes.
It’s simple: A switch is not a router
All too frequently, the only approach
taken to support a large network of subsystems in a ground vehicle platform is a
Level 2 switch, not unlike what you might
purchase inexpensively from a big-box
electronics store and utilize in your small
home network. Simplicity and low cost
make switches attractive, but it’s important to understand the price your ground
vehicle network might have to pay
because of a lack of understanding of the
critical feature and performance limits
that Layer 2 switches bring compared
to Layer 3 routers.

Figure 1 | Curtiss-Wright’s
SwitchBox SMS-684 supports
24x 10/100/1000 MBps
interfaces and 4x 10 GbE-SR
fiber-optic ports in a rugged
compact chassis.

›

errors that arise in the physical layer.
Layer 2 switches enable multiple data
links to be interconnected, but provide
no controls and are unable to set priorities for data. Because Layer 2 switches
treat all data equally, the result can be
congestion and delayed transmission of
the most important data.
Layer 3 is defined as the network layer,
and provides layer-management protocols, such as routing protocols, multicast group management, network-layer
information and error, and network-layer
address assignment. A Layer 3 router can
control which user gets what data. Even
better, Layer 3 routers support Access
Control Lists (ACLs) and filters that
optimize bandwidth and cure network
congestion. Layer 3 routers also support
inter-VLAN routing.

The OSI’s seven-layer network model
defines Layer 1 as the physical layer
that defines the physical transmission
media used to connect devices to the
network. This includes the electrical
connection (for example, copper wire
or optical cable) and a protocol to
terminate the connection of directly
connected devices.

Access Control Lists (ACLs)
One of the important advantages
that Layer 3 routers have over Layer 2
switches is their support for the use of
ACLs. ACLs enable network designers to
establish and manage security rules; for
example, to permit or deny the transmission of specific Ethernet packets. Using
ACLs, the network administrator can
define a network security criterion that
limits certain types of data from reaching
sensitive destinations.

Layer 2, the data link layer, is defined
as a reliable link between two directly
connected nodes that detects/corrects

Inter-VLAN communication
Many networks require VLANs to separate equipment traffic for broadcast
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messaging, but still require communication to the entire network for management of the overall system. Achieving
this with a switch would require an
external router to connect these VLANs.
Utilizing a Layer 3 router to perform
both the VLAN segmentation and
inter-VLAN routing optimizes the Size,
Weight, and Power (SWaP) in modern
combat vehicles.
An example of a compact, stand-alone
network interconnected subsystem
that provides both Level 2 switching
and Level 3 routing is Curtiss-Wright’s
SwitchBox SMS-684 (see Figure 1). It
supports 24x 10/100/1000 MBps interfaces and 4x 10 Gigabit Ethernet
(GbE)-SR fiber-optic Ethernet ports in
a rugged stand-alone chassis. All GbE
ports are available through MIL-C-38999
connectors. This Ethernet switch is fully
qualified for rugged applications with
no active cooling components required
and is qualified for reliable operating in
harsh environments. All of the 1 GbE
ports support full auto-negotiation and
auto-MDI/MDIX crossover to simplify
integration. Further, the switching core
provides a full-speed, non-blocking architecture for full wire-speed performance
on all ports.
Shane Murray
Product Marketing Manager
Curtiss-Wright Controls
Defense Solutions
www.cwcdefense.com

LEGACY SOFTWARE MIGRATION

Data-centric mediation tools resolve
the legacy source-code conundrum
By Gordon Hunt
At the 2012 Interoperable Open Archi
tecture event Stan Schneider, CEO of
RTI, stated that the sole imperative to
control software cost is to establish
a stable team working on a single
code base. Government acquisition
policies and contracts have assumed
that source code equaled control of
portability, extensibility, and interoperability. Unfortunately, control is an
illusion. The reality is that the DoD now
has millions of lines of code, divorced
from their original architects and developers, that the government seeks to
reuse – and it often costs more to reuse
than to develop from scratch.

The short answer is to rigorously formalize the code reuse process and
accumulate the understanding of how
to reuse the code base in a computer
consumable form.

Gartner estimates to manually migrate
(change language or change hardware
platform) one single Source Line of Code
(SLOC) costs between $6-$26 at a rate of
160 SLOC/day. For example, the government’s Blue Force Tracker program had
1.5M legacy SLOC. At this rate, a manual
migration would cost between $9M$39M and take 9,375 days to complete.
Clearly these are unsustainable figures in
the context of today’s constrained fiscal
environment. However, a methodology
supported by data-centric mediation
tools can combat the challenge.

“... Legacy code reuse

What’s in the code
A code reuse exercise begins with an
analysis of which elements can or should
be reused. Next, the new engineer(s)
need to understand what the code is
really doing both explicitly and implicitly,
not just what it says it does in the documentation. This can be a costly and error
prone exercise. Each time a code base is
reused by a new development team, they
undertake this exercise again, and often
make the same, or new mistakes. This is
why stable teams are extremely important. However, teams cannot always be
kept stable, which begs the question:
How do we avoid this relearning exercise and make code reuse a viable, costeffective tool in the armory of acquisition
and life-cycle cost reduction?
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Assuming no functional change in
requirements, legacy code reuse needs
an approach that can assess a subsystem
or application, modularize it, and ideally
reuse it with little, or no changes to its
software: In effect, treat it as a black
box and accomplish integration through
mediation and not changes to the application’s code and logic.

needs an approach that
can assess a subsystem
or application, modularize it,
and ideally reuse it with
little, or no changes to
its software”

What’s in the messages
All government software programs
incorporate Interface Control Documents
(ICDs) that define the structure of data
that drives/informs a system, or is output by a system. Unfortunately, this is
insufficient for interoperability across
systems and couples an application
to the implementation-specific characteristics such as timing, implied and
expected behavior, implicit knowledge
of state transition, and so on.
What’s in the data
An alternative approach is to characterize
a software subsystem through its data
(structure, context, and behavior), leverage the ICDs, and then reuse the legacy
code base. In other words, rather than
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thinking about the code and how to
reuse it, simplify the problem by looking
at the system data in the context of
operational use, characterize it, and then
isolate the legacy code base through a
data-centric interface to accomplish
reuse and integration through mediation. Because this approach captures
the semantics (understanding) of the
unspecified elements of how the code
actually operates, once, and it is representable in a rigorously defined computer readable format, this removes the
relearning problem described earlier.
The understanding of a specific function/
application within a code base can be
built on over time as more and more of
the original code base is reused.
The way forward
Leading defense programs, such as the
DoD’s Unmanned Control Segment
(UCS), the Open Group’s Future Airborne Capability Environment (FACE)
initiative, the Army’s Common Operating
Environment (COE), and the Navy’s
Open Systems Architecture (OSA)
are all seeking to ensure code reuse
in the future by starting with this type
of semantic data model in the system
architecture and software infrastructure,
which will mitigate future needs to
semantically characterize legacy modules of code. But because ICD syntax
does not dictate semantics, and vice
versa, the lessons learned can be
applied in building these software architectures to legacy code repositories and
semantic data models can be added to
represent understanding of how legacy
code actually works in its black box. This
can be accomplished with data-centric
mediation tools, such as RTI Routing
Service 3.0, to facilitate integration into
new systems. Ideally, these tools should
be based on open standards like Data
Distribution Service (DDS).
Gordon Hunt is Chief Applications
Engineer at RTI. He can be contacted
at Gordon.Hunt@rti.com.

INTERVIEW

NTDS technology still widely
used across Navy platforms
worldwide
Q&A with
Michael Carter,
CEO and President
of Sabtech

The Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS),
first developed in the 1960s, is still
widely used in naval platforms worldwide
and has a large installed base, but
is in decline as new systems are not
using the technology. In this Q&A with
Michael Carter, CEO and President of
Sabtech, a leading designer of NTDS
products, he tells Military Embedded
Systems about where NTDS technology
is today, managing its obsolescence
issues, and how reduced Size, Weight,
and Power (SWaP) requirements are
affecting system designs. Edited
excerpts follow.

NTDS technology is used in Aegis Combat Systems on U.S. Navy Arleigh Burke Class Destroyers such as USS Fitzgerald (DDG 62).
(U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 3rd Class Paul Kelly)
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MIL EMBEDDED: Can you tell me
briefly about your company – where it’s
located, number of employees, markets
you serve, and what you supply to the
military?
CARTER: Sabtech is a closely held private S-Corporation with headquarters in
Yorba Linda, CA (approximately half way
between Los Angeles and San Diego).
Sabtech also maintains business development and engineering services offices
in Virginia Beach, VA, and Lucerne,
Switzerland. The company employs
more than 50 people, including full- and
part-time employees and consultants.
Sabtech has been serving the C5ISR
market for 30 years, providing Naval
Tactical Data System (NTDS) and Air
Tactical Data System (ATDS) interfaces,
data I/O, NTDS and ATDS to Ethernet
converters, NTDS long haul boards and
repeaters, software for data translation,
multiple equipment emulators, data
storage units, data display terminals,
general purpose computers and servers,
and test equipment.
The company also designs custom chipsets, FPGAs, ASICs, board-level products, custom software, and systems.
Sabtech technology is deployed by the
U.S. and allied forces worldwide in surface ships, submarines, mobile ground
forces, satellites, Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs), and airborne systems.
Sabtech provides payload and data
I/O solutions for NTDS, Ethernet, 1553,
and other protocols. The company also
provides solutions for replacing legacy
systems that can no longer be maintained or procured, ensuring these systems can be supported well into the
future. We have no debt and fund all
development using operating profit.
MIL EMBEDDED: Among other
technology offerings, Sabtech is known
for their expertise in Naval Tactical Data
System (NTDS) technology, which was
first developed in the 1960s. Could you
give a short history of NTDS and define
its capabilities?
CARTER: NTDS is a computerized tactical information processing system
first deployed in the 1960s onboard

›

Figure 1 | The NTDS PowerNet system from Sabtech is installed on a variety of
U.S. Navy platforms.

combatants. NTDS provided a pointto-point, deterministic, real-time processing and integration of sensor data
to provide for delivery of weapons on
targets. Battle force effectiveness was
enhanced as NTDS wireless data links
enabled ships within a task force to share
sensor data with other ships providing a
common operational picture. A variety
of Univac embedded computers were
developed with extensive I/O capabilities that effectively served combat
system requirements to the present
day. Current tactical data processors
now exceed the processing capability
of the legacy NTDS equipment and
U.S. Navy open architecture initiatives
are replacing NTDS-based combat systems and sensors.

semiconductors, ASICS, FPGAs, multicore processors and advanced software
algorithms.

MIL EMBEDDED: Where is NTDS
technology today? What is its role in
Naval systems?

MIL EMBEDDED: What is next
for NTDS equipment design wise?
Where is the technology heading?

CARTER: NTDS is still widely deployed
in support of mission-critical combat
system applications to include Aegis,
Tomahawk, VLS, SQQ-89, guns, radars,
and electronic warfare systems.

CARTER: The future of NTDS is limited,
therefore there are no new NTDS systems being designed. NTDS technology
innovation is limited to the use of newer
technology to sustain legacy systems. In
addition, new technology is necessary
to sustain NTDS legacy systems because
much of the original technology used in
NTDS designs has gone end-of-life and
is no longer in manufacture.

However, NTDS is a declining technology; it is not being used in new systems. NTDS has had many eulogies, but
it is far from dead. It has a large installed
base and is in constant need of support
and technology insertions to sustain
legacy systems. To this end, Sabtech
has developed NTDS solutions that
employ the latest technology in custom

MIL EMBEDDED: Is NTDS used
outside of Naval applications?
If so, where?
CARTER: NTDS has limited applications outside Naval applications. ATDS,
a variant of NTDS, is used in aircraft, and
NTDS is also used in land-based vertical
launch systems.
ATDS and NTDS are also used in training
simulators and in the Patriot missile
systems as an option. ATDS PowerNet
is used in ground base radars for the
Marines – CAC2S – as well (see Figure 1).

NTDS interfaces are still in wide use and
will be for 10 to 15 years, but there are
no new NTDS designs being incorporated into new systems.

MILITARY EMBEDDED SYSTEMS
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MIL EMBEDDED: Have NTDS
designs adapted to the increased
demands for reduced SWaP?

Sabtech has technology available that
would afford the following to NTDS
legacy systems:

CARTER: For the most part, no. There
is no incentive to innovate NTDS technology for SWaP for the following
reasons:

–	Reduce the size of systems by at
least 50 percent and as much as
90 percent.
–	Reduce the weight by at least
30 percent and as much as
90 percent.
–	Reduce the power consumption
by at least 25 percent and as much
as 70 percent.
–	Increase reliability (MTBF) by as
much as 10 fold.
–	Eliminate scheduled
maintenance.

–	NTDS is a declining technology.
–	There are no NRE funds available for
NTDS technology.
–	The return on investment for NTDS
technology does not justify the
development expense.
–	If the development costs are
borne by a company there are no
guarantees the technology will be
deployed in an NTDS system.
–	Political and government
budget constraints make
technology development for
NTDS too risky.
If most, or all of the above were not barriers to NTDS technology development,
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We were able to reduce the size by
40 percent, the power by 60 percent,
and the weight by 40 percent. The result
was a longer life for the product.
MIL EMBEDDED: Beyond NTDS, what
is the next evolution in technology for
your Navy C4ISR customers?

MILITARY EMBEDDED SYSTEMS

CARTER: Sabtech has developed new
technology for the following:
–	Custom chipsets and board products
that can be used in a server as a
network appliance for NTDS to
Ethernet conversion.
–	UAV/Remotely Piloted Vehicles
(RPV) data I/O solutions for ATDS,
RS232, RS 422, 1553, ARINC429,
and STANAG.
–	Multi-purpose processors with
multiple data I/Os, video processing,
and data compression that also runs
customer software applications.
–	High-definition video cameras with
6K resolution at frame rates of
100 frames per second.
–	NTDS digital storage solutions
to replace legacy computers and
magnetic tape systems.
MIL EMBEDDED: Can you provide
a case study/example of where your
NTDS programs are serving a new
Navy C4ISR program?

CARTER: Sabtech’s first major Navy
program supported was Navigation

Sensor System Interface (NAVSSI),
which was deployed in support of
JMCIS in 1995. Sabtech worked closely
with SPAWAR engineers through the
years, providing software and hardware
changes as required to support evolving
ship-borne architectures. NAVSSI is
currently evolving into the GPS Navy
Timing System (GPNTS) with NTDS
requirements supporting open architecture migration to Consolidated Afloat
Navy Enterprise Systems (CANES).

all Hamilton and Famous class
cutters with Sabtech’s Shipboard
Peripheral Replacement System
(SPRS). All 25 ships are equipped
with the Mk 92 Mod 1 Fire Control
System (FCS), which is used to
detect, track, and engage air and
surface targets with their Mk 75
Gun Mount. The last of these ships
will pass out of service around
2032. In 2011 the Navy performed
the same upgrade for their FFG
class ships.

›› As part of the Navy’s Aegis midlife
extension program, the SPRS will
replace existing legacy peripherals
for the Shipboard Gridlock System
(SGS), Gun Weapon System (GWS)
and Vertical Launching System (VLS).
Sabtech’s SPRS will be installed on
22 Aegis destroyers by fiscal year
2018.
Innovation is not driven by new requirements, but by keeping legacy systems in
operation longer.

MIL EMBEDDED: Sequestration,
Department of Defense (DoD) budget
cuts, the drawback in Afghanistan,
and other political pressures have hit
the defense electronics market hard
lately. How do you see the current
environment in terms of opportunities
for COTS suppliers like Sabtech?
What are the growth areas if any?
ISR? Unmanned Systems?

In short, this environment requires
suppliers, especially smaller ones, to
innovate or die. But the outlook is not
bleak for companies that are able to
produce products with high value to the
defense market.
One way Sabtech does this is with products that allow aging and increasingly
unreliable systems to be modernized
and sustained at a significantly reduced
cost. This is especially important in an
era of declining budgets where service
life extension of systems is critical to
maintaining the operational availability
of every ship and aircraft.
Examples:
›› In 2010, the USCG replaced the
load device and operator console
for the fire control system on

“

SigPro1: Signal Acquisition,
FPGA-based Record/Playback System

“

CARTER: This is one of the most difficult periods in the military and defense
market since the late 1980s. Suppliers
like Sabtech are being asked to do more
with less and with no guarantee of a contract award. Even with IDIQ contracts,
because of budget cuts and sequestration, no purchase orders, or very few are
being released.

Elma’s SigPro1 is a high performance platform is
ideal for unmanned systems needs such as data
acquisition, radar, signal processing, and beamforming applications. Elma’s mission computing
systems are configurable, rugged platforms which
provide reliable embedded computing for a variety of
unmanned systems application requirements. Elma’s
expert team will help you from initial
system development to the final deployed
platform housed in a variety of small
rugged chassis designed to meet mission
size, weight and power constraints.

Visit us in Booth # 3422
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MIL EMBEDDED: In these application
areas what types of new performance
requirements and capability demands
are you getting from your customers?
CARTER: We are continuing a trend
where there is a much higher degree of
systems integration required in equipment that can perform multiple functions. Examples would be a system
that can perform data conversion with
multiple types of I/Os, data and video
processing, compression, processors
that can run custom applications, and
high-density storage.
MIL EMBEDDED: What are some
design challenges that you see COTS
suppliers having to solve for military
designs in the future? More thermal
and SWaP issues?
CARTER: Both military and non-military
applications are on a relentless drive
toward solutions that are smaller,

lighter, faster, and better, using the
absolute minimum power while maintaining interoperability with open
standards. For small to medium-size
manufacturers, it can be daunting to
stay ahead of the tidal wave of new
technology (hardware, software, tools,
techniques, form factors, etc.) needed
to build high-value products. The
investment risk is too great and the
time-to-market is too short to make the
mistake of creating a product that is
less than the best available when it hits
the market.
An example of such a target product
would be a high-end SWaP-reduced
video processing system that can be put
aboard a UAV in order to minimize the
volume of high-resolution camera data
that must be processed via downlink to a
land-based system. A massively parallel
processing system with the requisite
horsepower today occupies two six-foot
racks. The challenge is obvious.

Thermal management is also very
important. It is about total cost of ownership. One of the added benefits of
the emphasis on SWaP is as you reduce
power dissipation you reduce the
amount of heat. As a result the reliability
of a system goes up. The number one
factor in failure rates is heat caused by
power dissipation. By mitigating that
you significantly increase reliability.
All new Sabtech designs are fanless; this
eliminates trip test and shock qualifications. When you get to the point where
you no longer have vents a plethora of
maintenance issues go away. MES
Michael Carter is an industry
veteran with more than 30 years of
technology and product development
experience. He has developed systems
and technology employed in early
warning, fire control, navigation, embedded computing, servers, data I/O,
communications, and power control.

High-Performance SOLUTIONS
rom CES
f

Swiss-Made Kintex™-7 3U OpenVPX™ FPGA Board
with FMC Slot
The FIOV-2310 is made in Switzerland, for world-wide
embedded high-performance signal
processing and I/O applications.
Easy integration: multiple memory
proﬁle conﬁgurations,
and slot p
cooling options and temperature ranges,
fully integrated with the Xilinx development tools.

Headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland, CES - Creative Electronic Systems SA has been
designing and manufacturing complex high-performance avionic, defense and communication boards, subsystems and complete systems for thirty years (such as ground and ﬂight
test computers, ground station subsystems, radar subsystems, mission computers, DAL A
certiﬁed computers, video platforms, as well as test and support equipment). CES is
involved in the most advanced aerospace and defense programs throughout Europe and
the US, and delivers innovative solutions worldwide.

For more information: www.ces.ch
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EADS North America Test and Services
is recalculating COTS

Our Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) test
solutions are as unique as your requirements
From a single COTS instrument to a turnkey ATE system, we
provide full-service test solutions that deliver overall best value.

COTS + Engineering Services = Total Test Solution
COTS + Software = Legacy Migration
COTS + Support = Obsolescence Management
COTS + Co-Engineering = Optimal Solution
COTS + Innovation = Forward-thinking Test Solution
Get to know our pluses. Visit www.ts.eads-na.com

DEFENSE TECH WIRE
NEWS | TRENDS | DOD SPENDS | CONTRACTS | TECHNOLOGY UPDATES
By Amanda Harvey, Assistant Editor
NEWS

Lockheed Martin AEHF satellite connects
international allies
The Lockheed Martin Advanced Extremely High Frequency
(AEHF) communications satellite transports the transmission
of tactical military communications, such as battlefield maps,
real-time video, and targeting data to national leaders all over
the world: on ground, sea, and air platforms (Figure 1). “We are
hard at work delivering this global capability. Our fixed-price
production builds are on schedule, and those users testing
the system are extremely satisfied with this leap forward in
capability,” says VP of Protected Communications Systems at
Lockheed Martin, Mark Calassa. Lockheed Martin is contracted
to produce six AEHF satellites; three are already in orbit with
a fourth satellite expected to launch in 2017, and another two
scheduled for 2018 and 2019.

Emerson’s majority interest in its
Embedded Computing and Power business
sold to Platinum Equity
Officials at Emerson announced that they have signed an agreement to sell a 51 percent stake in the company’s Embedded
Computing and Power business to Platinum Equity in Los
Angeles, CA. Under the deal, Emerson will get about $300 million USD in cash and will keep a 49 percent non-controlling
interest in the business, which will then operate as an independent company. “After extensive consideration, we have
found an arrangement to exit this business in a manner that
maximizes its value for our shareholders,” says David N. Farr,
Emerson Chairman and CEO. The Embedded Computing and
Power business no longer fits strategically in Emerson’s portfolio, Farr says. Closing on the transaction is expected in three
to six months.

HARM Control Section Modification (HCSM)
contract won by Raytheon

Figure 1 | The Lockheed Martin Advanced Extremely High Frequency (AEHF)
communications satellite transmits military communications between allied
forces securely. Photo courtesy of Lockheed Martin

Raytheon won a $14 million USD Air Force Lot 2 contract
for continuing full-rate production of the High-Speed AntiRadiation Missile (HARM) Control Section Modification (HCSM)
upgrade units (Figure 2). This modification adds a GPS receiver
as well as an enhanced Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) for
precision navigation to the current HARM. It also has a digital
flight computer that fuses targeting solutions from navigation and seeker systems. The AGM-88 HARM suppresses or
destroys surface-to-air missile radars, early warning radars,
and radar-directed air defense artillery systems. Delivery of the
units is scheduled to happen by the end of 2013.

BAE Systems’ Terrier Combat Engineer Vehicle
showcased at DSeI 2013
BAE Systems displayed the Terrier Combat Engineer Vehicle
(CEV) at the Defence Security and Equipment International
(DSeI) 2013 conference in London, UK, September 10-13. The
Terrier CEV can reach speeds as fast as 70 kph (40 mph) and
includes applications such as counter-mobility (digging of antitank ditches), mobility support (obstacle and route clearance),
and survivability (digging of trenches). Physical connections are
maintained between the driver and the essential automotive
systems for safety and survivability purposes, but the vehicle
is capable of being fully navigated by commander controls
through a drive-by-wire system, and can be controlled via wireless remote control from as far away as 1 km (.6 miles). An order
for 60 vehicles will be delivered to the British Army.
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Figure 2 | Raytheon’s High-Speed Anti-Radiation Missile (HARM) adds new
modifications. Photo courtesy of Raytheon
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Radar and Electronic Warfare
Drive Signal Processing Innovation
Presented by: Mercury Systems, Pentek, Altera, and
Rohde & Schwarz

This video from the AUTOTESTCON conference (September
16-19) in Schaumburg, Illinois, features a representative from
EADS North America Test and Services discussing the T940
subsystem for military applications.

Radar and Electronic Warfare (EW) system designers are continually tasked with doubling and tripling performance in every
new design or system upgrade, which places a tremendous
demand on signal processing solutions for these applications.
Military program managers want to track multiple targets simultaneously and track every signal coming in for all types of EW
systems and radar, from huge long-range surveillance radars to
small Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) designs in UAV payloads.
For these requirements they are turning toward commerciallydeveloped signal processing solutions and an open architecture approach for long-term refresh that leverages low-power
components. This webcast of industry experts discusses how
EW and radar systems are leveraging commercially-developed
signal processing technology and more.

Watch the video: http://opsy.st/16r1uKb

Watch the free webinar, on-demand: http://opsy.st/GzuG5S

More videos: http://opsy.st/1fDChgN

View upcoming e-casts: http://opensystemsmedia.com/
events/e-cast/schedule

EADS’ T940 subsystem displayed at
AUTOTESTCON 2013

WHITE PAPER

Situational Awareness
Presented by:
GE Intelligent Platforms
Situational Awareness (SA) systems cannot
be boiled down to a one-size-fits-all solution. Generally, they
come in families of products that can be customized to meet
the user’s unique specifications. Requirements that drive solution format are the operational environment (ground, air, or
sea), the type of platform (manned or unmanned), the size of
the platform, the type of operation, and the required functionality. This white paper discusses the differences between
various SA solutions.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Hear what our Military Embedded Systems editors and
group connections are saying: http://www.linkedin.com/
groups/Military-Embedded-Systems-1864255

Read the white paper: http://opsy.st/17SzOYi
More white papers: whitepapers.opensystemsmedia.com

E-CAST

Enabling Smarter Sensors Onboard UAV Payloads

Presented by: GE Intelligent Platforms, RTI, and TE Connectivity
Payloads onboard Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are enabling more and more of the U.S. military’s Intelligence, Surveillance, and
Reconnaissance (ISR) missions. The ISR sensors in the payloads provide critical real-time imagery and intelligence, but weak radio links
often force a compromise in the distribution of that data. As a result, UAV payload designers are packing more and more processing
capability behind the sensor, enabling more data filtering at that level. This webcast of industry experts covers how embedded hardware and software designers are tackling this challenge.
Watch the free webinar, on-demand: http://opsy.st/182WQiK
View upcoming e-casts: http://opensystemsmedia.com/events/e-cast/schedule
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Code Quality: Improving testing for military-grade applications

By Mark Pitchford, LDRA

Ada is a strongly typed language that
is a natural choice for developing high-
reliability programs. Some languages
such as C are good at low-level programming but not for solving other
challenges. You need to choose the
right tool for the job. Instead of using
one language or one tool for every
problem, you should provide engineers
with multiple options for developing
high-reliability software – which is where
Ada shines.
Once upon a time, long, long ago, the
only kind of dynamic software test was
a system functional test. The battle
against unreliable software was exclusively fought with complete system
test in which an application’s worth was
proven by reference to a set of requirements, a set of test data, and expected
results.
While this still provides a vital component
of the validation and verification process,
most test data sets only exercise particular parts of the code. Unfortunately, it
is that unusual code path which is only
called into play when something out of
the ordinary takes place that can lead to
in-field catastrophic results. An example
might be the test of a divisor to ensure
that it is not zero prior to use in a calculation. It should never happen – but what if
it does, and the test is flawed?
To prevent this kind of possibility, it’s
good to introduce unit and integration testing as well. Unit test involves
writing a wrapper “harness” around a
function or procedure, passing data to
it, and ensuring that the output generated is in line with design requirements.
Integration testing builds upon that success by employing a similar approach,
but allowing the functions to make calls
to other functions in the call tree, thus
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proving that the units work together as
expected.
Unit and integration tests can fill in the
gaps left behind by system test and
exercise constructs to protect against
those unexpected occurrences, such
as “divide by zero.” Alternatively, we
can exercise the whole system from the
“bottom up,” first by proving that the
smallest functional components have
been fully exercised, and then showing
that they work together.

“Test tools create
coverage data using proven
instrumentation mechanisms
consisting of function
calls to record executed
paths taken. To create an
in-house implementation
takes a similar level of
effort as the application
code itself.”
Either way, although we now have the
means to exercise all of the code, how
do we know that we have done so? Good
test tools provide structural coverage
metrics to quantitatively analyze how
many code paths have been exercised
during structural coverage analysis. The
use of standards, such as DO-178, have
proven that such an approach reduces
the risk of failure. Consequently, this has
become the norm for most embedded
military standards.
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While such standards do not demand
that you use tools to generate this
information, the overhead of manually demonstrating coverage is so time
consuming (never mind more prone to
error) that most companies see tools as a
way to significantly reduce development
costs. Test tools create coverage data
using proven instrumentation mechanisms consisting of function calls to
record executed paths taken. To create
an in-house implementation takes a
similar level of effort as the application
code itself.
Third party tools also provide a measure
of independence, giving evidence that
tests are comprehensive using a mechanism written by an organization with no
vested interest.
So that’s the end if the story, is it? Using
these tools and techniques, you can slay
the dragon and prove that all statements
are functionally correct and have been
exercised.
Well, maybe. It depends on the implications of failure – the more critical the
application, the more demanding the
standards. Does the amount of coverage data you have generated reflect
the criticality of the project? Has the
code been exercised on the target, or
the host?
More on all of this later. We’ll walk
through the various aspects of how to
create code quality so that regardless
of what circumstances demand, you’ll
know how to use test tools to slay the
dragon and rescue that pile of gold.
To become a guest blogger
for mil-embedded.com, email
Editorial Director John McHale at
jmchale@opensystemsmedia.com.
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Special Report
SMARTPHONE TECHNOLOGY
FOR THE WARFIGHTER

For every soldier,
a smartphone
By John McHale, Editorial Director
Commercial smartphone technology,
long thought to be too unsecure or
not rugged enough for battlefield
use, is gaining support among U.S.
military program managers who see it
as a cost-effective way to quickly get
capability in the hands of warfighters.
1st Sgt. Steven Purvis of C Company, 1st Combined Arms Battalion, 5th Brigade, 1st Armored Division, tests a mobile
network using smartphones during a field training exercise at White Sands Missile Range, NM. (Photo courtesy of U.S. Army)

Most consumers love their iPhone or
Samsung smartphone, but if asked
whether they trust it enough to take it
into battle, rely on it being secure and
to not fail when lives are on the line,
most would probably answer with an
emphatic no. If so, they might be surprised to learn that military planners are
actually pushing for more commercial
smartphone technology to be developed and deployed to the warfighter
even on the battlefield.
Some of the reasoning is economical, as
sequestration has tightened U.S. military
development funding and smartphone
technology is cost-effective. However,
much of the enthusiasm behind this push
is that the functionality of commercial
smartphones and tablets is way ahead
of most military communication devices.
“Military leaders have been saying
they want to use commercial tablets in
the battlespace for some time,” says
Wesley Mitchell, Account Manager,
Persistent Systems, New York City, NY
(www.persistentsys.com). “They want
real-time situational awareness of the
battlespace for every warfighter in a
cost-effective manner.”
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Officials at the Marine Corps Systems
Command are promoting using commercial technology on next-generation
phones for warfighters, says Chip
Downing, Senior Director, Business
Development, Aerospace & Defense,
Wind River Systems in Alameda, CA
(www.windriver.com). “They say they believe there will always be a class of
people that will need extra ruggedization and high levels of security, and
Multi-Level Security (MLS) but the
majority of the Department of Defense
(DoD) personnel will not.”
It makes sense as “the technology in
smartphones far exceeds that of traditional military radios,” he says. “Young
soldiers today are very comfortable
with smartphones for all types of
communications.”
Marine Corps smartphone
requirements
Marine Corps Capt. Josh Dixon gave
a presentation earlier this year titled
“Trusted Handheld Information Brief”
that covered the business case, requirements, and security concerns, Downing
says. The security requirements would
include Common Criteria protection
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profiles for information technology
security for assessment and using NIST
SP 800 Series publications for best practices for optimizing security in mobile
platform deployments, he adds.
“The vast majority of DoD users need
some type of security qualification on
their phones, but they don’t need the
highest levels obtainable (EAL6/EAL7).
A dual-mode phone does not need
Common Criteria EAL7 to deliver secure
communications,” Downing continues.
In Dixon’s presentation he states the
common user requirements will include:
– Multiple small form factor devices
(i.e., smartphone and tablet sizes) –
size and weight.
– Access to multiple domains
(e.g., internet, intranet, high side).
– Access to wireless networks
(i.e., PAN, WLAN, WAN).
– High data availability.
– Commercially available (current/
relevant) mobile Operating Systems
(OSs).
– Leveraging an inherent display
to read in direct sunlight and no
light.

– Capable of reporting position
location information.
– Using common, commercially
available device I/O.
– Storing data with a capacity to retain
for the duration of the mission.
– Affordability.
“Most of the things Dixon is promoting
can be deployed today – there is no
future technologies that need to be
invented,” Downing says. “We know
how to do this, and we have the technology to do this – it is just the act of
putting it all together on a phone. We
know how to design a secure hypervisor,
know how to do trusted boot, and how
to manage updates and packages. It’s
an integration challenge more than a
scientific invention endeavor.”

Inc.) in El Monte, CA (www.amrel.com).
“We worked with prime contractors
like Northrop Grumman and General
Dynamics several years ago on the
Network Integration Exercise (NIE)
to develop a lightweight device – the
BattlePhone – that supported voice,
data, and video that each soldier could
wear. We’d already built a small handheld – the DB6 – based on the WINTEL
architecture, but it still had limitations
for this application in terms of battery
power and network connectivity.
“Network connectivity is major challenge
when bringing smartphone technology

to warfighters,” Lane continues. “They
often don’t know if they will have Wi-Fi,
cell, or Sat/Tac connections in the field.
Although the Marine Corps and the
Army do have deployable 3G base
stations with a 1-10 mile radius coverage
area, broadband coverage is rarely
available to the dismounted soldier
on battlefields.
“Smartphones designed for battlefield
applications have certain requirements
that the consumer market doesn’t even
think about, such as bringing native
Ethernet capability out of the processor
and to do that you have to start working

Hypervisors
“Hypervisors are an excellent way to
separate personal and business functions on a phone,” Downing says. “You
end up having data stored on a common
platform that separates memory and
data access. Smartphones based upon a
hypervisor will enable more rapid technology refreshes. One can scrape the
entire platform clean, or one can replace
applications and/or the operating environment as required – this is especially
attractive if a communications device
needs to be rapidly provisioned for an
upcoming mission. The rapid deployment
of capabilities is the way of the future.
“As part of our portfolio of trusted systems, Wind River has a commercially available hypervisor and our VxWorks MILS
product, a high assurance hypervisor
suitable for the most demanding security
requirements,” Downing says. “We are
also developing fixed and mobile platforms that combine virtualization capabilities and general purpose operating
systems with Intel, ARM, and other architectures. These platforms will ensure the
security of enterprise data at rest, data in
use, and data in motion and will include
cloud-based policy control, system monitoring, and data analysis packages.”
Military smartphone challenges
“The Army wants connectivity you can
fit in a pocket and that can handle extreme temperatures,” says Richard Lane,
Vice President, Strategic Business Development at AMREL (American Reliance,
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with manufacturers at the supply chain
level,” he explains. “Ruggedization is also
an issue as many of these devices will have
to operate in temperatures that reach the
upper limits of human survivability.
“For AMREL smartphones that must
meet stringent security requirements,
we start at the board level with a Trusted
Platform Module (TPM) for hardwarebased encryption,” Lane says. “We also
use an Android SE OS that is sanctioned
by the National Security Agency (NSA).

SMARTPHONE TECHNOLOGY FOR THE WARFIGHTER

Connectivity on the device meets FIPS
140-2 standards, and with AES256
encryption, data at rest and data in
transit are covered. The device itself has
two-factor Advanced Authentication – a
password and a biometric, like a fingerprint or even a biometric smartcard.”
SWaP and ARM
“Another factor that needs to be considered is Size, Weight, and Power (SWaP),”
Lane says. “Many modern processors
generate a lot of heat and have short

High Durability Standards for the
DDR3 Ruggedized SO-DIMM
The new DDR3 Rg SO-DIMM 4GB
standard offers a cost effective
way to satisfy the need for high
durability standards in applications
such as transportation, medical,
military and aviation. The modules
are rated at -40° to +85° or -20°
to +70° C temperature operation,
providing critical durability in
the harsh environments they are
designed to operate in.

“Android happens to be the best platform right now for displaying video,
blue force tracking, pulling down multiple feeds, etc.,” Mitchell says. “The
Android architecture is much more open
than say Apple, which is a closed system.
It is much easier to build applications on
Android and there are also more options
as far as hardware with different processors and performance speeds.”

› SSTL 1.5 interface
› VDDQ = 1.5V ±0.075V
› Module rank = 2
› Non-ECC/64 bit wide
› Supports 667 MHz clock (1333 MT/s)
› Programmable CAS Latency 6, 7, 8, 9
› Burst Length: 4, 8
› Bidirectional differential data strobe
› Thermal Sensor with Integrated SPD
› FBGA DDR3 SDRAM
› Screw mounted for Ruggedized

For more information, call 800-778-7928
Accelerated Memory Production, Inc.
1317 E. Edinger Ave., Santa Ana, CA 92705
714-460-9800 | 800-778-7928

www.ampinc.biz
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AMREL’s ARM-based handheld offering
is the ROCKY DF6, which weighs less
than a pound, has three separate locations for antennas, and three separate
locations for connectors. Depending on
requirements, it can come with RS232,
USB, LAN, VGA, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth,
WWAN and/or GPS. The DF6A and
Flexpedient  are AMREL’s ARM-based
product lines running on Android and
Android SE.
Android popular choice
The smartphone platform of choice for
many of these applications is Android
technology, especially the new Android
SE OS.

› JEDEC standard 1.5V ±0.075V

applications
› Module Height: 34.0mm, (1.34 in.)
› Made in USA

battery life. This is why many companies
are turning toward ARM architectures,
which consume less power, for their
handheld designs. For embedded computing applications ARM works really
well because you don’t have to work
through Dynamic Link Libraries (DLL)
and massive directories with every command as you do with WINTEL. It enables
you to execute directly from the OS into
the hardware. What the user wants, the
machine does, which helps mitigate
power consumption.”
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Mitchell’s company, Persistent Systems,
has developed a product already used
by warfighters that enables smartphone
technology by pairing Android devices
with Wave Relay, a radio system that provides a secure Mobile Ad Hoc Network
(MANET). Their Wave Relay Android Kit
provides real-time situational awareness over a mobile ad hoc networking
system while maintaining connectivity
on the move, he says. “Once operators
are logged into the ad hoc network, they
can talk to anyone else on the network,
receive blue force tracking data, see

›

Figure 1 | The Wave Relay Android Kit from Persistent
Systems pairs Android devices with Wave Relay, a radio system
that provides a secure Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET).

video streaming to everyone in the network, use biometrics
apps, and get access to SATCOM.” (See Figure 1.)
“It is a low-cost solution to share and disseminate information
compared to more expensive legacy systems such as traditional video downlinks,” Mitchell continues. “With the Android
kit you will only spend hundreds instead of thousands of dollars.” It has user throughput of 37 Mbps UDP and 27 Mbps TCP.
Persistent Systems also developed a USB to Ethernet cable that
enables operators to view data transmitted on the Wave Relay
network to include videos, position location information, sensor
information, and any other data. It weighs 182.5 grams, has an
operating temperature range of -140 to +85 °C, and has a battery life of 16+ hours. “The Note 2 version of the Wave Relay
Android Kit is now available and has a faster processor and
larger display, which is better for using apps,” he adds.
Prototype to product
To date, most smartphone deployments have been of the prototype variety or for deployments with Special Forces or in
demonstrations like the NIE, as the services as a whole have
yet to generate a large volume contract that would encourage
product development from industry.
“We can prototype cool stuff all day long but until the customer has some reasonable volume it’s not practical for us to
go into production on everything we prototype,” Lane says.
“Special Operations Command (SOCOM) operators are willing
to try anything that will give them dominance or superiority on
the battlefield. A lot of technology is commercialized via early
adoptions and then brought back out into the mainstream.
“In the case of the BattlePhone prototype from the NIE we
are making it affordable by developing a version for the
larger volume law enforcement market called the Flexpedient
MBD,” Lane continues. “The new phone supports all the necessary FBI security protocols (CJIS SP 5.2) – very similar to
what military users would require. The device has full biometrics and can communicate securely over any cellular network
including 1stNet. So if an authorized user has a 1stNet account
you need Verizon and AT&T to roam, but you can Push-to-Talk
(PTT) and you can access both the consumer and the public
safety professional networks.” MES
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Evolving radio
technology:
SDR to cognitive
radio
By Sally Cole, Senior Editor
Software-defined radio is no longer
a military-only technology, as it has
evolved beyond the now-defunct
Joint Tactical Radio System (JTRS)
program, can be found in commercial
and defense applications worldwide,
and is essentially a solved problem.
Meanwhile, a big remaining challenge
is the finite amount of available
spectrum. Dynamic spectrum
management is needed to navigate
what is left and cognitive radio is
seen as the technology that will
make that possible.
Paratroopers call for indirect fire during an airfield seizure at Sicily Drop Zone during Operation Fury Thunder,
a training exercise on Fort Bragg, N.C., June 22, 2013. U.S. Army photo by Sgt. Juan F. Jimenez

Software-Defined Radio (SDR) technology is flourishing in
defense and commercial applications despite the demise of
its patron – Department of Defense’s (DoD’s) JTRS program.
SDR devices are in the hands of today’s warfighters not only
via certain JTRS successes but also through various NonDevelopmental Item (NDI) programs and independent development by companies such as Harris Corp. in Melbourne, FL.
New SDR products continue to be developed and an upgrade
is on the way for the Software Communications Architecture
(SCA). Yet, challenges still remain for users and designers of
SDR solutions – especially the coming spectrum shortage that
will likely force a shift toward cognitive radio.
Software-defined radio is a solved problem
Most of the radios in the world today, including handsets, are
based on SDR technology, because some level of the physical
baseband processing is done on a Digital Signal Processor
(DSP), which is a programmable device.
“The key to software-defined radio is really the ability to reprogram a radio to change its functionality,” explains Lee Pucker,
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chief executive officer of the Wireless Innovation Forum, a
nonprofit international industry association that is focused on
radio communications and systems worldwide and based in
Reston, VA (www.wirelessinnovation.org).
The definition of SDR, developed by the Wireless Innovation
Forum in conjunction with IEEE, is a “radio in which some or
all of the physical layer functions are software programmable.”
A key distinction is that there’s no relationship between SDR
and Radio Frequency (RF), meaning that it can be an SDR
and only ever be able to transmit in one band, according to
Manuel Uhm, vice president of marketing for Coherent Logix,
a provider of high-performance processors to enable nextgeneration software-defined systems in Austin, TX. Uhm also
serves as the Wireless Innovation Forum’s chief marketing
officer and treasurer. “Many people confuse SDR with a radio
that can receive or transmit anywhere across a wideband spectrum, which isn’t accurate,” Uhm points out. “What it really
means is that the actual baseband processing, or some portion
of it, is done in software.”

JTRS and its goals for SDR
Like so many wireless technologies, SDR was originally developed by the military. It’s not a new technology; the military
has worked with it for more than 20 years and was the first
to deploy it in the field through its JTRS program. Most military systems around the world operate systems similar to JTRS,
which mandated SDR as the path forward for all radios. A
big impetus behind JTRS was enabling warfighters to reduce
the number of radios they needed to carry around. The
AN/PRC-154 Rifleman Radio from General Dynamics C4Systems
in Phoenix, AZ is an example of a successful dismounted radio
that came out of the JTRS program. It transmits voice and
data simultaneously using the Soldier Radio Waveform (SRW)
(see Figure 1).
“A typical communications soldier out in the battlefield today
might be carrying between 20 to 30 radios, because you need
different radios to talk to different services and forces,” Uhm
says. “Each of these radios is like a brick, so imagine running
around Afghanistan with 20 to 30 of these bricks on your back
... it’s ludicrous.” Another driver was the pursuit of cost savings.
“If a radio waveform is defined by software, in theory, you can
readily port the waveform to next-generation radios using nextgeneration processors that are higher performance and lower
power,” Uhm explains.
While the DoD agencies and U.S. government funded the
original development of JTRS, they have for all intents and
purposes now cancelled the program – after achieving their
goals. “Moving forward, they’re not funding development,
but are funding procurement of radios. They’re still spending
money to buy existing SDRs that were developed under JTRS,
but only off-the-shelf,” Uhm notes.
One recent example of spending on off-the-shelf SDRs is a
$38 million USD order placed with Harris Corp. to provide
tactical radios to expand deployment of wideband tactical
communications across the U.S. Air Force. The Air Force is
using Harris’ Falcon III AN/PRC-117G multiband manpack and
AN/PRC-152A multiband handheld tactical radio systems to
accelerate the rollout of JTRS wideband networking capabilities to para-rescue, combat communications, and other Air
Force personnel. While this type of investment will continue,
in the future if companies want to make new features or waveforms available they’ll likely need to fund it on their own.
Evolution of SDR: Software Communications
Architecture 4.0
While SDR devices are becoming more widely used on
the battlefield and in law enforcement like the Falcon
radios, the enabling technology behind SDR – the Software
Communications Architecture (SCA) – is currently undergoing
a revision called “SCA 4.0.” The SCA is the key component of
any SDR as it is what enables the SDR’s re-configurability. It is
the middleware that enables radio waveforms to be designed
in software.
SCA 4.0 takes this concept a step further by enabling users
to tailor SCA components to specific applications. It will be
“more modular and allow you to select portions of the SCA

›

Figure 1 | The AN/PRC-154 Rifleman Radio from General
Dynamics came out of the JTRS program and transmits voice and
data simultaneously using the Soldier Radio Waveform (SRW).

to use for a specific program,” Pucker explains. “One of its
capabilities is to dynamically allow you to set up and tear down
waveforms.” By adopting a more modular approach, you can
remove portions of SCA you’re not using and “shrink the footprint to create something that’s easier to instantiate on a specific kind of radio platform,” Pucker says. “It enables more ‘á la
carte’ SCA options vs. the all-encompassing previous versions.”
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Cognitive radio: The next frontier
Beyond SDR remains the challenge of a finite amount of
available spectrum. Industry experts see cognitive radio as the
solution to this problem.
“Cognitive radio is the next frontier,” Uhm says. “It adds
dynamic spectrum access ability to an SDR, which means you
can still change the type of waveform processing the radio
does, but now add a wideband RF front-end and have a radio
with the intelligence to scan across a wide bandwidth of
spectrum to identify ‘holes’ in the spectrum and transmit
through them.”
Why would you want this capability? It’s a well-established fact
that the traditional licensed model of spectrum isn’t sustainable
moving forward. “At some point we’re going to need to move
to spectrum sharing to maximize its usage or else we’ll run out
of spectrum – it’s inevitable,” says Uhm.
Cognitive radio will have implications for everyone, including
the military, which may end up losing or sharing spectrum in the
future. The military uses dedicated spectrum, and so do public
safety and mobile operators. Whatever decisions are made in
the regulatory environment will have a huge impact on all of
these markets.
The scope of this issue also extends much further because one
of the battlegrounds is Ultra-High Frequency (UHF) spectrum
(~500 to 700 MHz), which is used by TV broadcasters. This is
a highly desirable spectrum because this frequency tends to

propagate further and go through walls – it provides much
better radio characteristics than shorter wavelengths. Today, TV
broadcasters own this highly desirable spectrum, surrounded
by guardbands or open channels between TV channels, also
known as TV whitespace. Since we’ve moved from an analog
world to a digital one, these open channels are no longer
necessary.
For spectrum sharing of these open channels, cognitive radio
technology is one obvious solution. If the military needs to move
within the spectrum, for example, cognitive radio will allow
them to adapt to changes without having to replace radios,
according to Uhm. “It makes sense to use cognitive radios that
can change and move within various spectrum bands rather
than replacing them with fixed-function radios that could be
obsolete again within a few years,” he elaborates. “This is a
problem the defense industry is cognizant of because it may
have significant ramifications for the them – not just within the
military communications market, but part of the spectrum in
question is also used by military radar.”
Military radar spectrum is ~3 GHz, which also falls within the
range of commercial services. If this range of spectrum is
opened up in the future, an entire swath of military radar may
need to move to a different frequency.
The bottom line is, no matter what happens in the regulatory
environment with spectrum sharing, “moving forward, we’ll
begin seeing more cognitive radio and dynamic spectrum
access capabilities added to SDR capabilities,” says Pucker.

SDR and 3G, 4G base stations
Nearly every single 3G and above base station is an SDR because
some or all of its baseband processing is done in software. “In
most handsets today, the modems are built on some level of SDR
technology,” explains Michael Uhm, vice president of marketing
for Coherent Logix in Austin, TX.
“Military tactical radios and public safety radios are all software
defined for complete flexibility. Each market has slightly different
constraints in terms of cost and power consumption, so solutions
vary slightly in terms of how much is done in software vs.
hardware – but they’re all SDRs.”
From Coherent Logix’s perspective, processor technology is a
big differentiator for SDR, but also with cognitive radio. “Having
a very low power processor technology like ours gives cognitive
radio customers a big advantage in battery life,” says Uhm. “Our
processor is also C programmable, which makes the code highly
portable.”
Another player in the SDR and cognitive radio space, Octasic,
provides multi-standard wireless base station multicore DSP
solutions based on an asynchronous DSP architecture to meet
lower power requirements. “With evolution being driven by 3G
and 4G LTE, and shrinking military budgets, it’s driving a need to
get to market faster,” says Emmanuel Gresset, vice president of
SDR for Octasic in Montreal, Quebec. “The key features being
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requested for base stations are capacity for 32 users, and they
want it to be small, low power, and mobile in an easily deployable
way, with a wide range. For the battlefield, we’re talking about
10 to 20 kilometers.”
This ties in with cognitive radio and the need to be able to quickly
scan the environment, the ability to listen to all of the commercial
or noncommercial operators that are also transmitting, and to
either jam them or use a different band.
Last year, Octasic introduced a base station the size of an iPhone,
and later this year will roll out one half the size of a Post-It note.
“Power needs to be less than 10 Watts maximum, which is a little
more than a smartphone requires,” explains Gresset. “And it
needs to be multi-standard and multi-band. On top of that, in the
military space, they want to be able to support all of the military
legacy waveforms.” In terms of cognitive radio capabilities,
Octasic’s new base station is designed with three radios because
of demand for transmitting on two standards at the same time
and listening to the environment on another radio.
Octasic’s latest offering is also programmable in C, which
“enables customers to be trained and start working on this
platform within a day,” says James Awad, marketing director for
Octasic. “It also means they can port pretty much any existing
application to our DSP.”

Software Defined Radio listing
Altera – San Jose, CA
www.altera.com

GIRD Systems – Cincinnati, OH
www.girdsystems.com

CML Microcircuits – Essex, England
www.cmlmicro.com

Green Hills Software – Santa Barbara, CA
www.ghs.com

Coherent Logix – Austin, TX
www.coherentlogix.com

Harris RF – Melbourne, FL
www.harris.com

Curtiss-Wright Controls Defense
Solutions – Charlottesville, VA
www.cwcdefense.com

Innovative Integration – Simi Valley, CA
www.innovative-dsp.com

Datasoft – Tempe, AZ
www.datasoft.com
Datron World Communications –
Vista, CA
www.dtwc.com
e2v – Milpitas, CA
www.e2v.com
Epiq Solutions – Schaumburg, IL
www.epiqsolutions.com
Etherstack – London, England
www.etherstack.com
Ettus Research – Mountain View, CA
www.ettus.com
GE Intelligent Platforms – Huntsville, AL
www.ge-ip.com
General Dynamics C4 Systems –
Phoenix, AZ
www.gdc4s.com

ITT Exelis – McLean, VA
www.exelisinc.com
LexyCom Technologies – Longmont, CO
www.lexycominc.com
LynuxWorks – San Jose, CA
www.lynuxworks.com

Rafael Advanced Defense
Systems, Ltd. – Haifa, Israel
www.rafael.co.il
Red Rapids – Richardson, TX
www.redrapids.com
Rockwell Collins – Cedar Rapids, IA
www.rockwellcollins.com
Rohde & Schwarz – Munich, Germany
www.rohde-schwarz.com
Space Coast Communication
Systems – Melbourne, FL
www.spacecoastcomm.com
Spectrum Bridge – Lake Mary, FL
www.spectrumbridge.com
Spectrum Signal Processing
by Vecima – Burnaby, British Columbia
www.spectrumsignal.com

Objective Interface Systems –
Herndon, VA
www.ois.com

Thales Communications –
Neuilly-sur-Seine Cedex, France
www.thalesgroup.com

Octasic – Montreal, Quebec
www.octasic.com
ON Semiconductor – Phoenix, AZ
www.onsemi.com

Wind River Systems – Alameda, CA
www.windriver.com

Pentek – Upper Saddle River, NJ
www.pentek.com

Xilinx – San Jose, CA
www.xilinx.com

PrismTech – Woburn, MA
www.prismtech.com
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Strategies for
pushing software
radio closer to the
antenna
By Rodger Hosking
New technology offers engineers of
Software Defined Radio (SDR) systems
diverse opportunities to apply digital
signal processing much closer to the
antenna than ever before. Various
strategies include the latest wideband
data converters, monolithic receiver
chips, compact RF tuners, and remote
receiver modules using gigabit serial
interfaces. Each approach presents
benefits and tradeoffs that must be
considered in choosing the optimal
solution for a given application.
DoD photo by Master Sgt. Scott Thompson, U.S. Air Force

Wideband A/D converters
With the emergence of monolithic A/D
converters capable of sampling rates of
5 GHz and higher, engineers can now
directly digitize analog RF signals covering a frequency span of more than
2 GHz. This allows the capture of wideband communications and radar signals
in a single data stream, eliminating the
complexity of splitting a given band
into parallel adjacent sub-bands and
the inevitability of input signals straddling them. While these new converters
appear to simplify software radio
architectures, they also impose many
limitations and tradeoffs.
RF signals from the antenna must first
be amplified, filtered, and possibly
down-converted in frequency to match
the input voltage range and usable
input bandwidth of the A/D converter.
Optimal amplifier gain boosts the strongest signal to the full scale input range
of the A/D. Further amplification to
boost weaker in-band signals will cause
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overloading the A/D, which destroys the
signal integrity for all signals. Thus, even
one strong interferer will reduce the
achievable dynamic range for weaker
signals. This significant tradeoff occurs
whenever a single A/D is used to handle
a large number of signal types in a wide
frequency span.
To make matters worse, as sampling
rates increase, A/D converters deliver
lower Effective Number of Bits (ENOB)
ratings. For example, a 5 GSample/sec
10-bit A/D converter may only deliver an
ENOB of 7.6 bits.
Also, filtering is imperative to eliminate
all energy outside the frequency span of
interest. Otherwise, aliasing will fold outof-band noise and adjacent signals into
the digitized signal stream, degrading
signal-to-noise performance and adding
spurious signals.
Lastly, A/D data arriving at several
GSamples/sec will overload most digital
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signal processors. Data de-interleaving
hardware is often built into the A/D to
help implementation of the electrical
interface, but even so, every data sample
must somehow be processed, stored, or
transferred. The latest families of FPGAs
are especially well suited, not only in
dealing with these extremely high data
interface rates, but also in processing
signals in real time.
One product example, the Pentek 71641
3.6 GHz A/D and Digital Down Converter
(DDC) XMC module, is shown in Figure 1.
It features a 12-bit 3.6 GSample/sec A/D
converter coupled to a Virtex-6 FPGA.
The A/D de-interleaves samples into
eight parallel 12-bit streams, delivering
samples to the LVDS ports of the FPGA
at 450 MSamples/sec each. Inside, eight
parallel engines implement a DDC that
tunes across the 1.8 GHz input band.
It performs frequency translation to
baseband and provides digital filtering
of the complex baseband output samples. Selectable output bandwidths of

For example, the Maxim MAX2112
targets satellite set-top and VSAT applications including 8PSK modulation and
Digital Video Broadcast (DVB-S2) applications. It uses an LNA to boost antenna
input signals falling between 925 and
2175 MHz, as well as a programmable
gain RF amplifier for 80 dB of overall
gain control.
An integrated VCO and programmable
fractional-N frequency synthesizer drive
a quadrature mixer to tune across the
entire input frequency range, downconverting any input signal to I+Q baseband. These baseband signals are band
limited with a pair of low pass filters,
programmable from 4 to 40 kHz.
This extremely high level of integration
on a single chip dramatically reduces
the size and cost of the receiver, and is
ideal for applications restricted in space,
power, weight, and cost or requiring a
large number of channels.

90, 180, or 360 MHz, representing tunable slices of the input spectrum, are
delivered to the system through a native
PCIe Gen 2 x8 interface.
Monolithic receivers
New classes of monolithic silicon receivers offer an impressive integration

RF
Input
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12-BIT A/D

Sample Clk
Gate / Sync
Gate In
Reset In
Ref Clock In
Ref Clock
Out

›

TIMING BUS
GENERATOR
Clock / Sync
/ Gate / PPS

of diverse RF analog circuitry required
to implement a complete software radio
tuner front end. These low cost devices
accept input signals directly from the
antenna and deliver amplified, translated, and filtered analog baseband
outputs suitable for low-speed A/D
converters or demodulator chips.

However, while these devices work well
for applications requiring only modest
signal-to-noise ratios like satellite signal
interception, they are not suitable for
some of the more demanding government and military systems for communications, signals intelligence, and radar.
Compact RF tuners
These higher dynamic range requirements require better RF analog signal
processing, including: multi-conversion
designs; amplifiers with lower noise

DDC IP Core
Tuning: 0 to 1.8 GHz
BW: 90, 180, and 360
MHz

Cobalt
Virtex-6 FPGA
XMC Module

Gen 2
x8
PCIe

Figure 1 | The Pentek 71641 3.6 GHz A/D and Digital Down Converter (DDC) XMC module features a 12-bit 3.6 GSample/sec A/D converter
coupled to a Virtex-6 FPGA, which helps deal with extremely high data interface rates and processing signals in real time.
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figures; local oscillators with better
phase noise and wider tuning ranges;
mixers that minimize unwanted spurs;
and filters with better pass band flatness, roll off, and stop band performance. Other critical factors include
packaging, shielding, isolation, voltage
regulation, vibration tolerance, and
thermal performance.
Boosting overall performance of the
system is achieved by progressively
improving the weakest of these signal

SOFTWARE-DEFINED RADIO

chain elements in iterative cycles until
the desired result is reached.
Each level of improvement leads directly
to system level performance benefits
such as lower bit error rates for digital
communication systems, improved
target detection range and classification accuracy for radar systems, higher
intelligibility of voice interceptors, and
the enhanced precision of target location and trajectory for weapons control
systems.

As a result, there is a continuum of
required software radio performance
levels matching the operational objectives and constraints of a wide range of
systems. At the low end, the monolithic
receiver described above may suffice,
while a very sensitive SIGINT receiver
might require a large, highly sophisticated RF sub-system.
As another factor, many applications
need to cover only a limited range of
input signal frequencies, such as an
upper-band GSM receiver handling
signals between 1,700 and 2,000 MHz.
For these band-limited systems, simpler
single-conversion RF tuner architectures
can still deliver good performance. In
these systems a single local oscillator
and mixer down-convert the RF signal to
a lower frequency IF signal compatible
with a high resolution A/D converter. Of
course, judicious selection of amplifiers
and filters, and careful analysis and suppression of mixer products are essential
design tasks.
Because of the narrow tuning range,
these types of RF tuners are often called
“slot receivers.” They can be ideal for
dedicated applications where limited
frequency coverage, cost, size, and
weight enable placement of the tuner at
or near the antenna.
One illustrative example is the Pentek
8111 Slot Receiver shown in Figure 2.
An input band pass filter rejects signals
outside of the defined RF tuning “slot,”
helping to eliminate both out-of-band
noise and discrete signal interferers.
The mixer and tunable local oscillator
translate the RF input down to an IF
frequency of 225 MHz. An IF band
pass filter excludes all signals outside
an 80 MHz band centered at 225 MHz,
delivering an analog output suitable for
14- or 16-bit A/D converters.
Low noise amplifiers and programmable
attenuators in the signal chain boost
antenna signal levels to match the full
scale input voltage of the A/D. Seven
different models are offered, each covering a different 400 MHz slot between
800 MHz and 3 GHz. An overlap of
100 MHz between adjacent slots ensures
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Figure 2 | RF tuners, or slot receivers, can be ideal for dedicated applications where limited frequency coverage, cost, size, and weight enable
placement of the tuner at or near the antenna. An example of this is the Pentek 8111 Slot Receiver where an input band pass filter rejects signals
outside of the defined RF tuning “slot,” helping to eliminate both out-of-band noise and discrete signal interferers.

that any 80 MHz signal band can be
accommodated.

signals above 4 GHz (C-band and
higher) to a lower frequency, typically
in the L-band (1-2 GHz). Nevertheless,
Remote receivers
cables carrying these analog signals
Delivering high-frequency RF signals
still suffer degradation and present EMI
through long coaxial cables from the
radiation and susceptibility issues. Not
antenna to the receiver system has
only do they impose a tangible weight
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The techniques discussed above present
receiver system engineers with new
opportunities for digitizing signals right
at the antenna. The proliferation of
industry standard gigabit serial digital
links offers many benefits in transmission and distribution of these digitized
receiver signals. For example, GbE and
10 GbE links are so widely deployed
in computer networks, WAN and LAN
servers, and data processing centers
that commercial competition has driven

Designed per MIL-STD-810, MIL-STD-901, MIL-STD-167 and
MIL-STD-461 to perform in the harshest environments
Conduction, convection or liquid cooled ATR enclosures in standard
or custom sizes
VME, VME64x, VPX and CPCI architectures to the latest VITA and
PICMG specifications
Backplanes – sizes 3U and 6U, various slot configurations per
functionality and payload
LCR’s integrated system designs are born rugged...not recycled
commercial products
Perfect for airborne, ground mobile and UAV applications
LCR’s complete line of integrated military systems, from off-the-shelf
to fully customized, are ideal for all aspects of mission-critical computing
such as weapons control, navigation, intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance. To learn more about what we can do for you and your
application, contact us today.

9 South Forest Avenue Norristown, PA 19401
(800) 527-4362 sales email: military-sales@lcr-inc.com
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down costs of components, switches,
bridges, cables, and other infrastructure.
In the embedded computing market,
FPGA vendors not only offer built-in
PCIe ports, they also offer native lightweight gigabit serial protocols such as
Xilinx’s Aurora and Altera’s SerialLite.
These, along with SerialFPDP, are ideal
for delivering raw A/D or baseband
I+Q samples from an FPGA-based front
end. At the receiving end, host bus
adapters are available for all of these
protocols, and many embedded systems processors have native interfaces
for SerialRapidIO and PCIe.
Each of these gigabit serial links can be
delivered over copper or optical cables.
Single-mode fibre cables can connect
data from remote receivers up to 10 km
away. This benefits large antenna array
installations that must collect signals
from a grid of widely spaced antennas.
Optical cables are free from EMI radiation, eliminating interference to other
electronics in tightly-packed manned
and unmanned aircraft, as well as
offering security against eavesdropping.
They are also immune to EMI pickup
from powerful transmitters, motors,
and generators found in ship-borne

installations. Lastly, optical cables are
much lighter than copper cables and
are highly resistant to moisture, salt, and
chemicals.
Rethinking software radios
There is no substitute for appropriate
analog RF signal conditioning prior to
A/D conversion, and each technique
presents its own application-specific
tradeoffs. Nevertheless, the added
benefits of antenna site software radio
receivers are numerous.
FPGAs can implement essential DDC
functions and deliver digital baseband
samples across an industry-standard
digital gigabit serial link. Because these
links are full-duplex, the same cable provides a path for control and status functions for the host. Digital receiver data
can be easily distributed to multiple
destinations using low cost switches and
readily archived on storage servers.
For sensitive signals and classified information, data encryption can be easily
included before transmission. Additional
pre-processing algorithms such as radar
pulse-compression, FFT energy calculations, scanning and threshold detection
can be incorporated within the FPGA

to reduce transmission data rates and
offload these processing tasks from the
host system.
It is apparent that many applications
can benefit from pushing software radio
functions up the mast to the antenna as
a viable alternative to traditional rackmounted receiver systems. MES
Rodger H. Hosking
is Vice President
and cofounder of
Pentek, Inc., where
he is responsible
for new product
definition, technology
development, and strategic alliances.
With more than 30 years in the
electronics industry, he has authored
hundreds of articles about digital
signal processing. Prior to his
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Engineering Manager at Wavetek/
Rockland, and he holds patents in
frequency synthesis and spectrum
analysis techniques. He can be
contacted at rodger@pentek.com.
Pentek
201-818-5900
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SDR Product Spotlights
Chilipepper FMC
RF Front-End

Complete Basestation
Smaller than this Ad

• Can

be used with any FPGA
development board that hosts
a FMC connector

• OCTBTS

3000:
True SDR basestation
platform

• O
 nboard microcontroller handles
all initialization and calibration

• 20 Km cell radius (even in UMTS)

• Wideband receiving, TDD, and FDD
• Single antenna connector with PA/LNA/switching on board
• Integrated ADCs/DACs with simple parallel interface to FPGA
• Schematic and suite of example designs provided on github

Toyon Research Corp.
embedded@toyon.com
805-968-6787
www.toyon.com/chilipepper.php
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• 400 MHz to 6 GHz – software configurable
• Fully integrated PHY and stack for GSM/HSPA/LTE
• Software tools to create custom waveforms
• 10 watts
• 70 mm x 75 mm

Octasic Inc.
sales@octasic.com
www.octasic.com
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Security is Key to Using Commercial Mobile
Communication Devices on the Battlefield
By Chip Downing, Senior Director for Aerospace and Defense at Wind River

MIL EMBEDDED: What are the enabling technologies for
bringing smartphone technology to the warfighter?
DOWNING: Enabling today’s warfighter with advanced communications and situational awareness is the foundation of a
successful mission. There is a long history of radios in the field
using highly optimized, specialized equipment. However, due
to rapid advancement of commercial mobile communications
along with budget constraints, next generation military communication systems will be composed from commercialoff-the-shelf (COTS) hardware (handsets and tablets) and
software components designed to leverage the latest
advances in network communications.
Communications on the battlefield have always carried high
risk and today’s smartphones have exacerbated this risk.
Although there are many technologies that will enable smartphones on the battlefield, the critical technologies that overshadow all others in utility are those that secure the device
for the intended user(s) and its end-to-end communications
to geographically dispersed C3I systems. No singular technology or architecture can adequately protect the warfighter
and the critical information on the device – a multi-layered
approach to security is required starting when power is
applied that maintains a foundation of trust throughout the
lifecycle of the device while in mission mode.
Single level security (SLS) radio devices are prevalent today,
but next generation mobile communications devices will
need to support a wide range of communications channels
from multiple services, agencies and sensors, and be able to
rapidly include communications with trusted coalition partners. In the past, multiple channels meant multiple hardware
platforms. However in the future, mixed communications
environments must be supported by a single hardware platform that can securely separate and control the flow of information through the device.
This security is neither simple nor free. For example, these are
just a few technologies that are needed to ensure security of
the device:
1.

Virtualization technologies and separation kernels
with secure partitioning and clear domain indicators
2. Support for multiple user personalities with
independent security policies
3. Hardware and/or software root-of-trust
4. Secure boot loader
5. Role-based access control
6. Data flow protection / enablement
7. Device / machine / user authentication
8. Software updates and patches
9. Independent data-at-rest (DAR) and data-in-transit (DIT)
modules
10. Hardware Integrity Verification, memory sanitization

Here is a look at a few of these capabilities in more detail:
›› V
 irtualization technologies and separation
kernels (SKs): These are paramount to the security
of battlefield-ready smartphones. Virtualization
technologies partition the device into virtual compute
environments providing full management authority and
access to hardware resources. This increases security
by preventing operating systems and applications from
directly accessing the physical hardware. Separation
kernels harden the security of data and networks by
locking down security domains into highly controlled
virtual address spaces, and then strictly controlling the
flow of information between the virtual environments.
›› Secure boot loader: When power is first introduced
to the device, the authenticity and integrity of the
software on the device is verified using cryptographically
generated digital signatures. This digital signature is
then attached to the software image and verified by the
device to ensure that only the software that has been
authorized runs on that device.
›› Role-based access control: Mandatory role-based
access controls built into the operating system limit
the privileges of device components/capabilities and
applications so that access to these resources is only
granted when required to perform their function,
enforcing the principle of least privilege.
›› Device / machine authentication: A secure smartphone
may have many personalities, some of which may not be
connected to human input. These autonomous processes
need to authenticate, using role-based access control,
with the smartphone prior to receiving or transmitting
data in support of a human warfighter.
›› Software updates and patches: Once a mobile device
is in operation, it will need to receive hot patches and
software updates. Military systems operators need to
roll out patches, and devices need to authenticate them,
in a way that does not consume bandwidth or impair
the functional security of the device, or compromise
the warfighter in any way.
Security cannot be thought of as an add-on to a smartphone –
it is integral to the device’s reliable function. Security must
be addressed throughout the device lifecycle, from the initial
design to the end of its operational environment. Next generation smartphones built with a wide array of protection
mechanisms will enable warfighters to operate more safely in
more challenging missions by having better situational awareness and communications to a wide range of manned and
autonomous support resources.
Wind River
800-545-9463 • www.windriver.com
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Maintaining legacy
test systems, an
obsolescence battle
By John McHale, Editorial Director
Sequestration is forcing aircraft,
ground vehicles, and other military
platforms to perform well past their
planned operational life, creating
obsolescence challenges with their
electronics and test and measurement
equipment. The Department of
Defense (DoD) is also demanding
that test systems be compatible with
multiple platforms to reduce costs.
The MTS-3060 SmartCan, attached to an F-16 in this photo, is a universal O-level aircraft armament tester that works with smart weapons.

Many older aircraft, ground, and naval
platforms are receiving upgrades to
their avionics, vetronics, radar, combat
systems, and weaponry as funding for
new platforms gets redirected or cut
due to budget constraints and sequestration. This situation creates obsolescence problems for the test equipment
designers as many of the testers and
interfaces on the legacy platforms were
not designed to work with modern
Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) software and hardware.
“This is my fourth round of sequestration,” says Steve Sargeant, Maj. Gen.
USAF (Ret.) and CEO of Marvin Test
Solutions in Irvine, CA. “During my
nearly 34 years in the Air Force it was
also called downsizing, rightsizing,
etc. It was a similar exercise each time
resulting in military aircraft, ground systems, and other platforms having their
service extended well beyond what their
original planners thought would be their
useful life. The same goes for the test
equipment on these platforms. Many
test systems have been in operation for
more than a decade and are obsolete.”
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Replacing old equipment with COTS
Leveraging COTS technology is often
a cost-effective method for upgrading
older systems, but challenges exist
as the COTS products are often software-based and the legacy system is
built to accommodate only hard-wired
technology.
“Using software-driven COTS products
to replace older, hard-wired logic equipment presents a host of issues that require
an ongoing need for test equipment to
provide visibility of a problem, especially
in the area of interface protocols and
timing,” says Michael Carter, CEO and
President of Sabtech in San Diego, CA.
“We frequently encounter customers
who are trying to replace old equipment with our COTS products but find
that an interface is poorly or incorrectly
documented so things don’t happen as
expected. In some cases, the interface
is not documented at all and it requires
complete reverse engineering. Timing
problems manifest themselves when
things happen faster or slower than
before, as with a faster processor or
software-induced latency.”

MILITARY EMBEDDED SYSTEMS

Sabtech’s Naval Tactical Data System
(NTDS) Interface Analyzer (NIA) is still in
demand because it goes directly to the
issue of problem cost, Carter continues.
“If a problem results in a major programschedule slip, or the inability of a ship to
deploy on time, the cost is great. One
such example occurred in 2012 involving
a combat system upgrade that interfaced with an old Navy radar. The new
system was developed at the contractor
site using a simulator for the radar side,
but when it was connected to the live
radar at the Navy’s test lab, the interface would not come up. The issue was
worked on for months until the NIA was
brought in and pinpointed a software
protocol problem in a matter of hours. It
turned out that the simulator was more
tolerant than the live system of a certain
sequence of events. The NIA was key to
getting the schedule back on track and
saving many more man-hours of effort.”
Commonality of test equipment
across platforms
Across the Department of Defense
(DoD) there is a push toward commonality – using the same equipment,

hardware, and software across multiple
platforms to reduce operational and
training costs. This requirement is also
being applied to test and measurement
equipment.
“The military customer wants the deliverables to match their requirements and
they want long-term support,” Marvin
Test Solution’s Sargeant says. “As they
continue to add new weapons, they will
also want to use the same test equipment across multiple platforms.
“For example, one of the services today
is preparing to take over maintenance
of the Reaper and Predator Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and on the Reaper
they use two weapons – Joint Direct
Attack Munition (JDAM) and Hellfire,”
he reports. “The traditional acquisition
approach would be to find a test set for
each of those two weapons. However,
sequestration makes it ludicrous to go
down that path when in fact there are
systems today that can merge the necessary software for testing both weapons
into one system.
“Today when you see maintenance
and sustainment being done under the
nose of an F-15 or F-16 and even an
F-22 aircraft, you will see one box that is
a stray voltage tester and another larger
box for armament testing,” Sargeant
explains. “Those products have become
obsolete. When the F-15 and F-16 were
fielded, there was a budget line for each
tester. In other words, to upgrade this
capability you would have to replace two
expensive systems. This is not the most
efficient path in today’s sequestration
environment.”
What Marvin Test Solutions “has done
over the last the three years is work with
maintainers to combine the capability of
each of those systems into one test set –
the MTS-3060 SmartCan, a universal
O-level aircraft armament tester,” he
says. “It is a handheld device that weighs
less than three pounds and works with
MIL-STD-1553 and 1760 databus technology for smart weapons. Legacy aircraft are being modified to carry smart
weapons so the test systems need to
accommodate that. The legacy test
equipment used today is inadequate, as
it was fielded before smart weapons.

Radar test system design trends
“Discretionary spending and legacy Automatic Test Equipment (ATE) sustainment programs have dramatically reduced or deferred spending; however, key technology
investments for the development of advanced programs in the area of radar, electronic
warfare, and satellite communications have actually increased this year and test and
measurement equipment that is used to develop these new technologies is in demand,”
says Darren McCarthy, Marketing Manager, Rohde & Schwarz in Beaverton, OR. “Design
trends for impacting test and measurement continue to be focused on several key areas:
improvements in Size, Weight, and Power (SWaP); increase in function through DSP
(moving the bits closer to the antenna); and adoption and leverage of COTS technology,
including LTE and WLAN technologies.”
The most visible demonstrations of this are the move toward Active Electronically Scanned
Antenna (AESA) “elements for both radar and now the Next Generation Jammer (NGJ)
project, and the direct digital synthesis move toward compressed modulation schemes,”
McCarthy continues. “Another topic of interest tends to be the use of Gallium Nitride
(GaN) technology and advanced linearization schemes to assist in this development for
higher power and higher efficient designs. GaN is also a key technology for AESA radars
and part of the NGJ program.”
Rohde & Schwarz engineers have added enhancements to their FSW radar/electronic
warfare and radio communication test and measurement product, McCarthy says. The
device now has 320 MHz of analysis bandwidth, a real-time spectrum analyzer option
with 600,000 FFTs/second, and a 100 percent probability of signal intercept with a minimum
event duration of 1.87us, he reports. The real-time spectrum mode is useful for developers
dealing with modern digital designs or frequency-hopping issues, as well as for the detection of low probability of intercept signals such as transients.

“The MTS-3060 can emulate smart
weapons on the bomb rack, as it contains JDAM software,” Sargeant continues. “It can preload test the arming
and release of the weapon, thus knowing
whether it will work before personnel
even bring out the weapon loaders
to haul explosives on the aircraft. The
SmartCan provides preload testing and
troubleshooting for alternate mission
equipment including missiles, bombs,
and rockets. The SmartCan provides
measurement, stimuli, and communications functions at a fraction of the cost
of replacing the two separate, large systems. It comes in a small, hard plastic
case and can be put on wheels for those
who want to pull it.”
Reducing training costs
“By improving the consistency of test
equipment, training costs will also be
reduced,” Sargeant adds. “The cost
of training is not often talked about,
but it can be quite expensive. Having
one piece of test equipment for UAVs,
fourth-generation aircraft, and fifthgeneration aircraft to train on and maintain – with the only variable being the
weapon software inside – significantly
reduces this expense. Whether the
maintainer is an airman, sailor, or marine
going from an F-16, F-18, or AV-8 to an

F-35 in the future, the system will be
operated in the same way each time
with only the software load changing
depending on the weapon being used.”
Small teams, small budgets
System-development teams at large
primes and system integrators are often
under budget pressure, even in times
when military funding is flowing out of
the DoD. They have to balance a need
for high-end testing equipment with
their budget limitations.
“Military developers want flexibility and
reduced cost from their test equipment,
especially in today’s budget constrained
environment,” says John Wiedemeier,
Senior Product Marketing Manager,
Teledyne LeCroy Protocol Solutions
Group in Santa Clara, CA. “When companies such as Lockheed Martin do
development they do so in small teams,
often because they have tight budgets.
Unfortunately, high-quality test equipment comes at a premium. However, we
found a way to cost-effectively produce
a protocol analyzer for lower speeds at
under $5,000 USD per unit. The Summit
T24 is a PCI Express 2.0 solution with
data rates of 2.5 and 5 gbps and has all
the same functionality as our premium
box, but only works with Gen1 and Gen2
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speeds. Military system developers
are not yet using Gen3 speeds. If they
end up needing to move to the faster
speeds, it has a 13-month warranty for
Gen1 users who plan to upgrade to
Gen2 products. Users also want a certain
set of functionality. Everything we make,
even on the low end, has the same
software features and ways of looking at
data.” (See Figure 1.)
The Summit T24 protocol analyzer also
meets a demand for compatibility “with
all of the military form-factor-targeted
interposers such as VPX, XMC, and
Compact PCI Serial,” Wiedemeier continues. “This combination is compelling
to small teams who are budget conscious but need the flexibility of different
probing options.”
The Teledyne LeCroy Summit T24 also
has new user-convenience and analysis

TEST AND MEASUREMENT TRENDS

features, such as support for lane swizzling, which enables a board developer
to lay out a mid-bus probe pad with
lanes in nonstandard order, according
to the Teledyne LeCroy data sheet.
Internally, the device maps the lanes
back into their correct order and accurately displays the embedded bus
traffic. Other new software features
include more compact trace files that
enable faster analysis of trace data,
enhanced error checking for automatic
identification of additional error types,
and simplified or advanced modes to
set up trace recording options.
Picking the right standards
“In the military it is about picking the
technology that will have the best
returns long-term and we see XMC,
VPX, and CompactPCI Serial as the big
ones; so far, it seems like that is where
the action is,” Wiedemeier says. “There

›

Figure 1 | Teledyne LeCroy’s Summit
T24 protocol analyzer is compatible with
all of the military form-factor-targeted
interposers such as VPX, XMC, and
Compact PCI Serial.

is a lot of support in the military for those
standards, especially VPX. XMC was hot
for a while and we see CompactPCI
Serial having strong potential. For
CompactPCI Serial we worked with MEN
Micro and they’ve helped us qualify our
systems. It is taking off in Europe and
MEN Micro is looking to bring it to the
U.S. market.” MES

Test & Measurement Company Listing
AAI Corp.
www.aaicorp.com
Adlink
www.adlinktech.com
Advanced Testing Technologies
www.attinet.com
Aeroflex
www.aeroflex.com
Agilent Technologies
www.agilent.com
AIM-USA
www.aim-online.com
Averna
www.averna.com
Berkeley Nucleonics
www.berkeleynucleonics.com
CACI International
www.caci.com
Chroma
www.chromausa.com
Copper Mountain Technologies
www.coppermountaintech.com
CSI
www.customsi.com
Data Device Corp.
www.ddc-web.com
DRS Technologies
www.drs.com
Duotech Services
www.duotechservices.com
EADS North America Test and Services
www.ts.eads-na.com
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Eastern Optix
www.eastern-optx.com
Elma Electronic
www.elma.com
Giga-Tronics
www.gigatronics.com
In-Phase Technologies
www.in-phasetech.com
JTAG Technologies
www.jtag.com
MAC Panel
www.macpanel.com
Marvin Test Solutions
www.geotestinc.com
Meilhaus Electronic GmbH
www.meilhaus.com/pxi
Mentor Graphics
www.mentor.com
National Instruments
www.ni.com/automatedtest
Noisecom
www.noisecom.com
Opal-RT Technologies
www.opal-rt.com
Pickering Interfaces
www.pickeringtest.com
Rigol Technologies
www.rigolna.com
Rhode & Schwarz
www.rohde-schwarz.com
Sabtech
www.sabtech.com
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SignalCore
www.signalcore.com
Spectracom
www.spectracom.com
TDK Lambda
www.tdk-lambda.com
Tektronix
www.tek.com
Teledyne Lecroy
www.teledynelecroy.com
Teradyne
www.teradynedefenseaerospace.com
Tevet
www.tevetllc.com
The Logical Company
www.logical-co.com
The Phoenix Company of Chicago
www.phoenixofchicago.com
UEI Test Instruments
www.ueitest.com
United Electronics Industries
www.ueidaq.com
Virginia Panel Corp
www.vpc.com
VTI Instruments
www.vtiinstruments.com
Wireless Telecom Group
www.wirelesstelecomgroup.com
ZTEC Instruments
www.ztecinstruments.com

Editor’s Choice Products
Rugged, 1.25 mm connectors save space in embedded systems
Engineers at Harwin in Salem, NH, are meeting reduced size requirements from
their aerospace customers with their Gecko high-reliability connector family based on
a 1.25 mm pitch. The low profile G125 series’ 1.25 mm pin spacing enables a 35 percent
space saving over other high-performance connectors such as Harwin’s Micro-D.
Applications for the connector family include Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs),
aerospace, robotics, medical, and oil and gas exploration and instrumentation.
The connectors are rated to handle 2A per contact and have an operating temperature
range of -65 to +150 °C and with an extreme vibration metric of Z axis 100g 6m/s. Harwin
uses a four-finger copper alloy contact to enable the high performance with as many
as 50 contacts offered per connector. They are available in dual row cable-to-board and board-to-board configurations. The
Gecko family connectors include features such as polarization points that protect against mis-mating, easy identification of
the number one position for fast visual inspection, and optional latches that enable simple and fast de-latching but require
no special tooling. Pre-assembled cable configurations are available in a variety of layouts featuring male and female, single
and double ended in a variety of standard lengths.
Harwin PLC | www.harwin.com | www.mil-embedded.com/p9915986

Rugged display functions in heavy debris environments
Military personnel operating vehicles in extreme, heavy debris environments need ultra
rugged displays to resist the elements. The Hydra-21 from Z Microsystems in San Diego, CA
is designed for these types of applications. It comes with a 1600 by 1200 (UXGA) Light
Emitting Diode (LED) display panel and is manufactured from lightweight aircraft-grade
aluminum. The 21.3-inch display features rear illuminated large responsive operator buttons
– with an optional backlight – for on-the-fly panel adjustments, including toggling video
enhancement features such as ON and OFF for adjusting video settings. The display has an
LED brightness of 300 cd/m2.
Other options on the display include a resistive touch panel, EMI MicroMesh,
anti-reflective shield, night vision, daylight readability, and embedded algorithm
enhancement. The Hydra-21 uses onboard heaters and thermal features for safe start up and operation in temperatures
as low as -20 °C. It also has advanced moisture, sand, and element protection with an IP67 rating. The display also meets
MIL-STD-810G, 461F, and has MIL-DTL-38999 locking connectors. The Hydra-21 has a MTBF of a minimum 50,000 hours –
backlight and LCD only.
Z Microsystems, Inc. | www.zmicrosystems.com | www.mil-embedded.com/p9915989

Big, rugged cabinet for use in rough seas
Pentair engineers have designed a ruggedized version of their Schroff VARISTAR
cabinet platform that has enhanced vibration resistance – meeting MIL-STD-901D –
for protecting sensitive electronic systems during extreme operating conditions often
encountered during sea operations. The VARISTAR MIL-STD-901D can be used on
aircraft carriers, frigates, and submarines. The cabinet is based on a Seismic/EMC
frame that meets the robustness and stability necessary for mobile applications.
It has four shock absorbers fitted to the welded base plate and has two more
positioned at the top to the rear of the cabinet. The rear panel is divided into three
parts. At the top it has a robust plate where the shock absorbers are mounted. In the center there is a standard rear panel
and at the bottom there is a connecting plate in stainless steel for cable ducting. The shock absorbers are available in two
versions: elastomer absorbers and wire rope springs. The VARISTAR MIL-STD-901D features EMC protection (60 dB at 1 GHz,
40 dB at 3 GHz) and IP protection (IP 55). MIL-STD-167 testing is available upon request. The cabinet’s MIL-STD-901D test
results and videos can be viewed at: www.schroff.biz/testreports.
Schroff Pentair | www.schroff.co.uk | www.mil-embedded.com/p9915990
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Small-sized SAASM inertial navigation system
The Geo-iNAV Selective Availability Anti-spoofing Module (SAASM), designed by
engineers at Spectracom Corp. in Rochester, NY, is a GPS-aided inertial navigation
system used for UAV and Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV) navigation and tracking,
high-dynamic aircraft navigation and tracking, robotic control, mapping, and other
functions. The SAASM configuration weighs 28.7 ounces and is 7.1 x 5.66 x 2.13 –
85.6 cubic inches. It has an internal Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) for standard
and mid-grade configurations with an external IMU for an advanced configuration.
The Geo-iNAV SAASM is compliant with MIL-STD-810E and MIL-STD-461 EMI
and RFI. Interfaces for the SAASM include an external power connector, a TNC GPS
antenna connector, an SMA RF connector for an optional internal data link, one Ethernet data port, three RS232 serial ports,
and an IMU connector for external midgrade and advanced configurations. Other Geo-iNAV features include centimeter-level
position accuracy and support for a variety of IMU interfaces including AMRAAM and SDLC. It has an operating temperature
range of -40 to +85 °C and a storage range of -55 to +85 °C. Geo-iNAV comes in six configurations for military and commercial
inertial navigation application requirements.
Spectracom Corp. | www.spectracom.com | www.mil-embedded.com/p9915991

Concurrent streaming and recording in high resolution
The DSx 300 codec from RGB Spectrum in Alameda, CA can record, stream,
and replay signals at as much as 1920 x 1200 and 1600 x 1200 in resolution.
It can record signal streams to locally connected USB storage devices
and also to external network storage devices such as RAIDs. The DSx 300
supports concurrent streaming and recording. IP streams may be decoded
with Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) PC software or, when lower latency
is necessary, with DSx codecs. When decoding, the unit can display one
graphics/HD image or as many as four SD images.
DSx codecs can be interconnected to support multi-channel recording, streaming, and replay. For integration, the codec
provides Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) as well as external power. Features include on-screen display, event marking, external
time code synchronization, random access, variable speed playback, confidence monitoring, and a recording failsafe feature
that automatically protects recordings during catastrophic system failures. An embedded web-based graphical user interface
makes operating the device easy. The device is packaged in a fanless, rugged enclosure. A single/dual unit 1RU tray is
available for rack mounting. The DSx 300M is also available without USB ports for added security.
RGB Spectrum | www.rgb.com | www.mil-embedded.com/p9915992

Rugged LED lighting for military vehicles
Engineers at Truck-Lite in Falconer, NY, developed a round LED headlamp that
uses a light delivery method that adopts parabolic reflector technology to generate
a smooth, even light output. Truck-Lite’s 27290C and 27291C LED Headlamps utilize
metalized reflector optics to enable a clean and homogeneous spread of light,
without any targeted or focused beams or projector-type color artifacts. Company
engineers used computer-assisted optics design software to create a reflectorbased system that provides an optimum lighting pattern – increasing visibility to
the driver, while reducing glare to oncoming traffic.
The lamp uses a solid-state, bulb-free system that protects against damage
caused by shock and vibration. It also has a military-grade, die-cast aluminum
housing, non-yellowing polycarbonate lens, and a scratch-resistant hard coating to protect against damage from impact,
roadside debris, and other hazards. The LED headlamp’s multi-volt (9 to 33V) design works with 12V and 24V systems. It has an
LED-sealed beam with polycarbonate lens and sealed electronics. The headlamp produces pure white light, almost identical
to daylight, which is easier on the eye than blue HID systems. It comes in left-hand traffic (27291C) and right-hand traffic
(27290C) versions. The device has an operating temperature of -40 to +50 °C.
Truck-Lite | www.truck-lite.com | www.mil-embedded.com/p9915993
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UPCOMING E-CAST
Managing ITAR/Export compliance reform for defense electronics suppliers
Date: Tuesday, November 12 at 11 am EST
Speakers: Kay Georgi, Partner, Arent Fox, LLP; Karen Jones, Director, Trade Compliance,
Exelis Electronic Systems Division; Lawrence Fink, Vice President for Legal/Senior Counsel, SAIC

›

Multi-million dollar fines, criminal charges, lost business – all of these are the side effects of non-compliance with the
International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR). Ignorance of the law does not guarantee a pass. New reforms coming
out of the Obama Administration are gradually loosening those controls, beginning with non-combat related aircraft and
commercial satellite related items. The Departments of State and Commerce are continuing to create and publish new
rules and changes to the ITAR and Export Administration Regulations (EAR) to move a very large set of controlled parts
common to the State Department’s U.S. Munitions List (USML) Category VIII over to the Commerce Control List (CCL)
and be authorized for export to 36 countries. This e-cast with export compliance attorneys from the defense industry will
discuss how these reforms will affect the military electronics suppliers, including new requirements and potential pitfalls.
Topics to be covered:
› Classification in the framework of ECR
› New definition of “Specially Designed”
› What is moving to the CCL and what is not and how to know the difference
› Potential pitfalls/common mistakes to avoid

To register go to
ecast.opensystemsmedia.com/426

GE
Intelligent Platforms

High-performance RADAR
with out-of-box readiness.

In today’s rapid prototyping environment, RADAR
system developers cannot afford to let performance
and scheduling risks impact their projects. GE’s
rich subsystem development heritage coupled
with our proven COTS components and state-ofthe-art AXIS integrated software development tools
virtually eliminate many avenues of risk. Our RADAR
subsystems are shipped with high manufacturing
and technology readiness levels that speed system
development and reduce program costs.
Let our COTS-based computing and signal processing
products help you boost the readiness of your next
RADAR project.

defense.ge-ip.com

© 2013 GE Intelligent Platforms, Inc. All rights reserved.
All other brands or names are property of their respective holders.

Critical Recording in Any Arena
When You Can’t Afford to Miss a Beat!

®

Introducing Pentek’s expanded line of Talon COTS,
rugged, portable and lab-based recorders. Built to
capture wideband SIGINT, radar and communication
signals right out-of-the-box:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analog RF/IF, 10 GbE, LVDS, sFPDP solutions
Real-time sustained recording to 4 GB/sec
Recording and playback operation
Analog signal bandwidths to 1.6 GHz
Shock and vibration resistant Solid State Drives
GPS time and position stamping
®
Hot-swappable storage to Windows NTFS RAIDs
Remote operation & multi-system synchronization
®
SystemFlow API & GUI with Signal Analyzer
Complete documentation & lifetime support

Pentek’s rugged turn-key recorders are built and
tested for fast, reliable and secure operation in your
environment.
Call 201-818-5900 or go to
www.pentek.com/go/mestalon
for your FREE High-Speed
Recording Systems Handbook
and Talon Recording Systems
Catalog.
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